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Foreword
Parnassus 1991 owes its existence to its sponsors and contributors. Thanks must also be
extended to Dr. Fry, Dr. Neuhouser, Professor Shelley Chapin, Dr. Bullock and Dr. Dickey
for the time spent selecting this year's writing contest winners. Parnassus is indebted to
Professor Dinse for his wisdom and support as well as to Mrs. Rhonda Gretillat for the
countless hours spent typing, designing and redesigning pages.
The contest received a great number of entries this year, and unfortunately we were
unable to include everything we had originally hoped to publish. We were also unable to give
special mention to all the pieces deserving acknowledgement.
Editor's Choice was devised to give recognition to noteworthy pieces which were not
prizewinners.
1991 is the twentieth century's palendrome year. For Parnassus, 1991 was a year to
look for examples in past work and forward to the potential for a literary publication to
represent the creative expressions of Taylor students. The tension between the two positions
formed the magazine you hold in your hands.
Bethany Shull, editor
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Timothy Ellis Dinse
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The Great Age of Sea-Glass

A dizzy night that's ten nights past
Marks the dawn of the great age of sea-glass.
There's a cleft between that moment
And the wisened pain of giving our own image away.
The dripping eyes, the darkened room,
The empty chests of black-chalk doom.
I opened up my doubts and fears,
that opened up your jealous tears that washed them all away.
(We were crying,
not for what we said,
but for what we might have said,
had we not been crying...)
There's a fool that's me whose random dreams
Ripped us both apart, and now it seems,
Another cleft between that moment
And the wisened pain of giving our own image away.

•Steven Marc Richard
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On Losing a Child, Years After
Now she climbs into the pool alone,
takes each step of the ladder by herself.
She's learned to float, to relax
and let her muscles go.
Only the water moves.
Before, my hands would push, cradle her
from underneath,
last summer's hands as invisible
as a magician's, as transparent
as puppet string.
Perhaps it's this independence
that makes me forget,
makes us think we're different people,
and that all those photographs
must belong to someone else.
After all, had her sister ever swum alone
or run barefoot on concrete?
Had she ever taken a step from our arms?
We've stopped thinking of her as one twin,
as half. We're like children of divorce
living years with only one parent,
and we can't remember what two was ever like.
At what age will a child understand?
Does reason come as after sleeping poolside,
when, in waking, you raise
your head in stupor
to feel your skin sting, slowly,
and for that instant, look directly to the sun?
"Your sister," we tell our daughter,
"is sleeping in God's hands now."
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Today is the second anniversary
of the death of my friend's son.
He crept quietly
up the ladder of their aboveground swimming pool, balanced on its edge,
and jumped.
Minutes later they found him, face-down,
full of water, his arms radiating outward,
floating, angel-like, weightless.

•Jeffrey McKenzie

Being
Windowledged choices
(Using Sunday voices)
Call out in silence
Over the hymnbeating of the air:
Staid sonic waves saying
(In essence)
Bodies we are; bodies we have.
Laughter we can; lofty we hide.
Sure we faces; faceless we sure.
Flowers we bloom; hours we fade.
Hours fade.
Wee hours.
We

•Becky Rutherford
ea3J>

WORDS
before they ever reach your ears
my words stop
fall
shatter
like ice splintering into
a hundred separate frigid pieces
there they lie
a remembrance of
a thought, an idea
disjointed and scattered
like a shredded manuscript
illegible and useless
and discarded
i grab at the scattered pieces
fallen at my feet
only to find my hands
bleeding from the
serrated edges of language

•Paul Stocksdale
1st Place Poem
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habitual suicide
reaching inside myself,
i took out my heart—
a warm, scarlet red
beating softly in my hands,
giving it a final glance,
i gently, lovingly
placed it in your hands,
taking it from me,
you carefully
wrapped your fingers around it.
then—
you heartlessly
crushed it in your grip,
letting it fall to the ground,
bending over,
i tenderly
picked it up
placing it in your hands—
gently
once again.

Milk Of Magnesia

•melissa ann halpern
Blue, like stone-washed jeans
M.O.M.
Perched atop a shelf
In the mirrored cabinet.
Between the Bayer and Contac.
"Take it," says
Robert Guillaume.
Make you feel right.
•Jack Lugar

at best, strangers
we talked of swirling destinies
or at least i did
and he muttered "Shut up, you poet. Swirling destinies, sheish!"
and he drove me home
he my best friend
the road was covered with rain that found
too late
that it was snow
so it froze into little grains of ice
which hit the pavement in a
continual unified din
white
and i thought
when will the last song be sung
the last word be written
and of the spider i killed earlier
when will the last insect be killed
there are so many people
too much life
too much death
won't there come a time when there is
nothing left to say
nothing left to kill
i left the spider on the linoleum
legs sprawled
body crushed
it will remain there
along with the permanence
of my last good-bye
and joe didn't realize

•Kenneth A. Clarke
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Crystalized
One
Silent
Tear
Flows.
Not
Another
Soul
Knows.
Only
Chilling
Wind
Blows
And
Hardens
It
Into
A
Piece
Of
Glass.

•Kay Harvey
4th Place Poem

eocS^

Petitions
Had he only asked for a cigarette
we would have given it to him,
sent a message to a loved one,
loosened his collar. All of this
we offered to no requests at all,
and even when we found him
on the cold bathroom floor,
chanced across him like a stillhidden member of some forgotten
game of hide-and-seek, all he
wanted was to be left behind, kept
saying how good it was to be
cold, told us it would go away
in a little while, that it was only
indigestion, and it would stay
only a little while. And moments
later, when the ambulance came,
its lights pulsing stained
glass over the empty sanctuary,
hours before his wife was told
he had died on the way,
he apologized to everyone,
for everything; god, he said,
it was all so much trouble.

•Jeffrey McKenzie
editor's choice
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Into Yesterday
No distance is ever as far
As the past is from the present.
Oh, if only I could
Turn myself around and
Travel in reverse
To pleasant yesterdays
Of long ago...
All of them lost
But none forgotten.
Like familiar friends
I would visit them
And laugh and reminisce
Just for a while...
They now stand chiseled
Into memories sweet,
Distant, cherished,
Worn smooth from so much use.
It's been said
That if wishes were horses
Then dreamers would ride
And so
I close my eyes
And, wishing for what cannot be,
I mount my saddle
and ride...
•Kay Harvey

"the trees spoke only to the soul"
"The trees spoke
only to the soul"
(what can be said
when a heart is lull)
:Full of strings
woven together
pulled so tight
knotted forever:
I said those words
aloud again
but only so my
heart could hear

•Paul Stocksdale

blood gifts
with time, knowledge
of what I hoped was
how to love
and how to give
simple gifts
of kindness, gentleness, faith perhaps
but instead, the cruel reward
of learning,
with now unflinching accuracy,
the exact spot where we can pierce
each other
and draw blood every time.

•Amy M. Schnupp
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January 16, 1991
Newscasters have a talent
for repeating themselves
a hundred hundred million different ways
Justified, no other choice, justified
Fill the time
watch and wait
We're sure to win
Of course, we'll win
We'll win
The mind becomes a radio constantly
flipping through stations
"I promise this won't be another Vietnam"
How many roads must a man walk down?
All we are say
is give peace a chance
ing
Peaceful solution is an oxymoron
At times like these triteness reigns
with more ineffectiveness than any
Helen Steiner Rice greeting card
ever could . . .
Immortal, Invisible, God?
only wise
NONONONONONO
There is nothing more to say
Nothing more to say
No more to say
Shut up

•Bethany A. Shull

i
just
wanna be
wrapped
in

the red-bloodiest

towel
i
know of.

forgive me.
•elyce elder

12.

and.

i wish to be spread
over the littlegravellyrocks

face down.

•elyce elder

Hurricanes

The television is already gone,
we are no longer receiving.
My father lights the candle
that once belonged to my mother,
and the spastic shadows only make the kitchen
smaller.
Like failed intruders, the raindrops strike
the windows faster and again, until
the backyard, through the smeared glass,
seems the bottom of a turbulent lake.
My father listens to the phone
for no one—we are not cut off.
The windows move with the wind, in and out;
the room breathes as heavily as we do.
My father marked the windows
with masking tape crosses in the spring,
long before the warnings.
Now, they shine as targets in our black,
shatterproof house,
shouting: This is where we are,
this is where we are.

•Jeffrey McKenzie
2nd Place Poem
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(Untitled)
You ripped the ghastly weed from the ground,
Brandishing it like a weapon of Spain.
You held it up, proclaimed your innocence,
And set me free.
I am cold and wet here, damp as the earth.
But nothing can spoil the happiness you gave me
As I remember why I am as tired
As you are.
One day I'll explain how the moss is moved,
And ripples over the restless water.
Then, I'll explain how it is only by your actions
That I react.
I do nothing on my own.
•Steven Marc Richard

a battle for one season
if you lie on your stomach
in a lawn filled with leaves
and wait for the wind to sound
the battle cry
the leaves will march
•Kenneth A. Clarke

ea3~2

Mother Peels a Carrot
You peel the carrot
Quickly, Harshly,
Strip
by
strip,
A most methodic exposure
Of a raw and tender core
That bleeds sweet juices
On your hands
And stains your fingernails
With orange tears.
The wrinkled,
Dirt-encrusted
Skin
You shred
and
scourge
From rigid back;
The bitter strips of flesh
Then cast away
And left
to
rot,
Dangling down the
Drain pipe
Of the kitchen sink.

•Tami Rogers
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discernment doubted
don't stare at me. i can't take the
accusation~of late, the haunt, the
star cry, the night wound. 'Til
now
alone; now shown a glimpseGo.
No
more of this.
The stretch of sandy
scorpions on a lonely beach, each
to
each a reach, each to each on
the
waves of
evasion.

•Becky Rutherford

Rain
Like an uninvited guest
bearing a bottle of wine
to refresh and
quench my reluctance
Falling with purpose, pursuit
Mastering the wind
in its plan to pelt my window
Playing its song on my glass
Randomly hitting the panes
Sending its message
To all who listen.

•Cassandra Thompson
6cC5^

Orphaned Soul
He wore a second-hand suit to his own father's funeral,
where he found his mother draping herself over the casket,
her favorite black wig on a little crooked;
he could see thinning grey hair peeking out around her ears.
It was not the sort of event where he was expected to mourn.
He could stand off to the side,
guarding his mother's walker,
and stuff as much tobacco as he wanted into his lower lip.
The people who came to pay respect,
did not.
They chatted animatedly over the prelude
and afforded the body only occasional obligatory glances.
It was sad to see that, even at his own funeral,
his father's presence didn't seem to attract attention.
Mainly, he couldn't stand the blue-white cast
his father's skin had taken on.
He remembered summers:
his father rising early and going outside
to tend, mother-like, to his rosebushes
and returning at dusk,
his face a tanned leather, branded cruelly by the needle-like thorns.
The father he saw here was the father he had hated:
timid and silent and stiff,
wearing a pink rose in his buttonhole,
like a sissy.
At the reception he sat alone with his mother
whose old veins protruded as she tightly grasped a handkerchief
and smiled hopefiilly at passing guests.
You'll be all right, he told her,
leaving early,
the taste of snuff and potato salad still rotten in his mouth.
In his dark apartment he grabbed a beer
and walked right past the lone picture on a wall
(picture of his mother with a beehive and a father he didn't know,
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who now lay eternal somewhere in damp ground)
back to the bedroom.
He pulled off the powder blue suit,
stripping down to white nakedness
to stare, hollow-eyed
at the empty soul gleaming blue through transparent skin,
the soul his father had created,
but never filled;
never known.

•Amy M. Schnupp
3rd Place Poem

Cartoons
There's a line in the dirt by me feet.
"Cross that line and I'll kill ya!"
I scribbled it out.
He draws another one.
"Cross that line and I'll kill ya!"
I wiped it away.
SCRRAATCHCHCH. He drew it again.
Erase that line and I'll kill ya!"
I stepped over it.
"Ya can't step over my line!"
"You said not to erase it."
"Cross that line and I'll kill ya!"
Brush. Brush.
"I told you not to erase my line!"
So, I killed him.

•Jack Lugar

Backed
in a corner
Two Walls
brace me
encase me
Flattened Hands
press into the plaster
leaving marks of what was
what could have been
The coolness trapped in the structure
burns into my soul
and leaves me
cold

And I realize
as your arms wrap around me
how much you
and these two
walls
have in common

•Jennifer B. Beecher

The Feast
(with apologies to Luke)
Replying to their question,
He spoke
A trace of tiredness colored his words:
You feed them! - the words hang
Pregnant in the dusty air
The sea of black heads
Waves of sound tumble restlessly
How can we even think the crowd
Satisfied, nothing but
Fish and bread, a little portion
You want to be like me?
Do you want to keep your comfort
Does safety hold you back?
The weight of wood must be borne
The alms-given emptiness is to come
Blessed losers, joyous foolishness
Come as a child
The voice rang with rough tenderness
Bring them to me
Thanks to Him, Creator-Ruler
Accept your sacrifice
Nurture them with it
Bless the servants in their sharing
Exalt the flesh and blood, purify the meal
Through the holy healing pain
Radiantly given,
He blessed
An ill-advisedly distributed meal
All ate
And were satisfied.

•David Fisches

Angels
Angels fill me with wonder
Their soft brightness
Often covered with a film of moss
Almost shines through
The frequently cold
Fanciful expressions
Their all too human sculptors
Have given them.
Sometimes when I visit them
The sun setting their wings on fire
They are frozen in majestic flight
At other times they look
Almost forlorn
Quietly standing atop a lonely grave
In the corner of the cemetery.
I have never met a living angel
And yet how can I be sure?
There are times,
Few and far between,
When a person I meet has a special light,
A radiant quietness
That prompts the subconscious unspoken question
An Angel?
A friend once told me
Of meeting a gentle bright person
Who comforted her
As a child
The only memories I have
Are of the gentle sentinels
In small forgotten graveyards.

•David Fisches

one
of
the
advantages
of
having
short hair
is
that
its
really
easy to
put on a
shower cap

•elyce elder
The Ocean and My Hangnail
(1990)
Chewing on my finger
I am nibbling at my flesh;
When blood comes out,
I lick it off It brings to mind the sea.
Salty, salty waves
inside a coral
Shell-filled sand;
These are the things
I think on as
I sit and
Eat my hand.

•Fielde Klein
&&j>

The Death of a Mentor
In June it grows hot, so hot it's absurd
in the streetsadults shake their first in anger at the sky.
Mr. Ragman, Mr. Ragman, Mr. Ragman!
out of the dusky dawn of the twilight came
Mr. Ragman!
he sat on his tumular mound playing the flute
and we, the children, danced with gleestaring at him without prejudice, and in delight at his
every word.
He said in passing one day
that the ways of the country were
easy and simple,
"not too much thought more like spontaneity"
Out in the country
the heat is insufferable
Old barns decaying and hot tin roofs
insidethe barns are barren
like a ray of sunlight that has fallen into a pit
and been smothered.
An old pothouse stands alongside a country roadside
its foundation is made up of gravel and broken glass
During the daya gritty powdery chalk resides all over the plot of land
and along its bordering fields
At night when it grows darkpeople come
and their faces take upon different shapes and meanings
Hard thoughts left in abeyance, passion without
accountability
Intuition exists lacking total honesty

in the longer shadows of the abject sun lies an
aged cemetery
tears lie dormant on the stiff ground
with patches of grass that are sharp
piercing the feet—
the stones are amiss
with broken rock and paint for name
some have fallen onto the earth
while others jut out of the grave at careless angles
Movement in the night, shuffling of the feet
a drop of water is felt on the hardened ground
Later on~
the lonely star fell to the ground
adults were left staring at one another in disbelief
some thought they heard the music of a flute
and the chanting of children from afar
but the ancient clown had long disappeared
and we, the children, left out in the country
began to find out for ourselves
the ways of the country are pure and simple-

• Chris Clark

paradox
sand is a mattress
of sea-smoothed specks of stone and glassperenially pillowy,
collectively cushiony—
yet
a single grain
can really grate
inside
your bathing
suit

•Jeff Unruh

Vivid (1989)

They always say you've lost it
When you start to dream in colour.
I have always dreamt in colour,
And I think it's rather trite;
But just today, I realized,
I see in black and white.
Roses aren't red,
And violets are far from blue;
The things I see
From day to day,
Are a greyish sort of hue.
The grass is black,
The sky is white,
There is no in between;
I don't know pink,
Orange or teal,
I've no concept of green.
But when I fall asleep at night,
New shades to me are shown;
And since I dreamt in colour,
My whole intellect has grown.

•Fielde Klein
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The Sink
tiny drops
of
water
HARD WATER
stains

corrosion on the faucet
copper and silver
silver and copper
copper silver and
SWIRLS
mark scratches on the

surface
of the sink
full of water
STEAM rises above the sink

and falls
to the floor
moistening the green tile
below my feet.
•Cassandra Thompson
6cC

Untitled

The setting of the sun,
like a great, big orange sigh settling in for the night,
which,
easing itself down the crack between the back of the
world and the diamond-sprinkled net of space that
extends far beyond and above the modesty of
imagination,
rolls over the mystery of time as casually as a bird flies
over the Bermuda Triangle,
TOGETHER WITH THE RISING OF THE MOON,
which glows pearl-like in its regal simplicity,
with the true loveliness of that jewel's sea
gloss in lustrous splendor,
creates the most eerie breathless aura of a fantasy long
ago fulfilled,
which is now being magnificently replayed to a
magical audience caught in an unbreakable spell
while their awed gazes follow the harmonious elegance of
nature playing with
the orbit of life.

•Becky Rutherford
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Janet (pronounced Jeannette)

Janet
let me borrow
one of your eyes
so that in this world
Enslaved by distance, economics
and forever goodbyes,
I'll have part of your mind to take with me.
Janet
let me borrow
one of your eyes
I promise to return it remembering
Buildingless, wide open spaces
and the Western faces
I've glimpsed in your questions.

Let me borrow
one of your eyes
so that I can't forget this
helplessly off balanced world's
other side
I'll make room for its view
and in the meanwhile
Janet
would you watch through
one of mine?

•Bethany A. Shull

(Untitled)

have

a
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e
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(wheniget: home,

*elyce elder
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ghosts
ghosts are what haunt me
one is you
phantoms in my headlights
startled at being seen
you appear with random certainty
startled at being seen
and the road drops at both sides
an abyss filled with haunts
thought left behind
with arms and bodies entwined
whispering
willing you to join them
then they will hold you—your soul
i will not—they coming between us
you appear again
shrouded by the mystery of life
i open the door
the ocean of spirits—hush
hiding in the network of roots
charmed i go to you—your ghost
embrace you with mine—hold me tight
and you pass through me
and drive away
i being spirit emerge from the trees as you pass
startled at being seen
and the haunts in the tree roots below
taunt and entice
give up join us

•Kenneth A. Clarke
ecL-s

Y HW H
Blessed Art Thou Oh L-rd our G-d
Master of the Universe
Who speaks and Nothing forms Something
Who breathes and Dust becomes Life
Who mourns and those who scoff are drowned and believe
Who delivers and nightmares are no longer dreams
blood-frogs-gnats-flies
livestock-boils-hail
locusts-darkness
Death
Who rages and cities crumble
Who loves and He who alone is unblemished
Father forgive them
dies
not My will but Thine
Who gathers His anger past and future
and drives it into Flesh
and anguished completion of an earlier
near-sacrifice
but this time there is no substitute
no ram waits in the brush
My G-d, My G-d, why hast Thou forsaken Me
Master of the Universe
Blessed be His Glorious Name forever and ever
amen.

•Rosie Saville
editor's choice
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I Remember

I remember the night
when you
my brother,
my idol,
my savior back then,
came home and found me
in an evergreen and gold and orange
argyle vest
with matching polyester pants.
I wore black patent buckle shoes
and scraggly, long hair.
I played by myself upstairs
where it was safe
and I blocked out the drunken war below me.
But you
a freshman in high school back then
took me away.
You brought me to the arcade—
where your friends were
despite my embarrassing appearance—
and you taught me pinball.
I was good so you called me
"the pinball wizard".

•Jamie Karrasch

The Tired Whine of Three o' Five

Ticktock wilts slower, slower
impatient heat swells the window
the half-open door.
The tired whine of three o' five
gives in
to the three o' eight buzz
(the yell-owbuses chug into place)
while the three o'nine yell swells
to three ten
suddenlynoiseandtumbleofbodiesandvoices
out the door.
Echoes ring back.

•Beth Parker-Sloat

Am I free now?
or
did I just clean out
my cage?

•Bethany A. Shut I
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Jeffrey McKenzie

Empty Chairs
c

kJhe certainly was beautiful. Harris dabbed sweat from his
forehead and moved a step or two closer, past some preliminary
restaurant ornaments, a golden ashtray, a black leather bench.
The young woman was sitting with her back to the restaurant in
the smaller phone booth, her mouth moving to the rhythm of some
unknown conversation. He was naturally attracted to her face, but
what captured his attention first was her reflection in the mirrored
plate of the payphone, and the hypnotic dancing of her lips
beneath the buttons of the keypad. And she was staring right into
his eyes.
The restaurant was named after someone Harris had never met, but he
didn't even know if an actual person stood behind the name, a real inscription
in the phone book, or if it was simply a name. The booths stood like cages
on both sides of the small one the young woman now occupied, spacious and
broad, with all the room you might have to wave your arms about in your
own kitchen or bedroom.
He had never seen her before, at least not in the restaurant, but it had
been over seven months since he last walked out of the place that time, past
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only one phone booth. She
certainly was beautiful, almost
enough to just stand beside and
wait for her to finish, even if the
only reason was to call the
weather, and time. Harris would
have stood an hour, watching
under the pretense of waiting, if
the other ones hadn't been empty.
Otherwise, his vigil would have
seemed pointless and stupid. But
why had she chosen the small
phone booth? The other two could
have been full when she made her
call. Or, perhaps the small
booth's wooden frame beckoned
her to dial. Harris liked the latter
thought, and kept it. He had a
passion for antiques. The idea of
finding another who would actually
enjoy a living room cluttered with
sewing machines created an
imaginary companion. It didn't

wouldn't have to wait. He
advanced toward the man who
stood behind the podium with pen
in hand, who had been watching
him as he came through the doors
and stared absent-mindedly at the
young woman, and who had
apparently predicted his next
move.
"You have reservations, sir?"
"Yes, eight o'clock. For
two, and I'm sure that she's
already been seated. Harris
Mathews."
The man lowered his eyes.
He ran them down the page to a
stop, turned, moved his head
around a small potted tree, and
looked to the rear section of the
restaurant. He extended his arm
and index finger toward the
smoking section. Harris tilted his
head, and squinted down the man's

matter if the young woman had
entered the booth by chance, or
even for a different purpose. He
could conjure her tastes. He
watched himself spinning through
flea markets and secondhand
shops, comparing items with a pair
of imaginary payphone eyes that
followed him everywhere.
Harris read his watch. He
told Elizabeth eight, and it was
almost five after. At least he

arm, as one would a gunsight.
She was there, but she hadn't seen
him yet.
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*

*

*

"Sorry I'm late."
She raised her head
deliberately, as if rehearsed.
"I was wondering if you had
forgotten."
They had done this before,
and she was never sure if his
tardiness disturbed her, or if she

J

I

even cared at all. Caring was
something Elizabeth had learned to
do less of during the last three
years, a little less after a forgotten
birthday, a little less after sitting
through a theatre performance
alone. Another missed dinner
wouldn't have mattered, not at all,
especially tonight. They hadn't
made contact in four months, save
a few stifled phone exchanges, and
dinner had been his insistence.
Harris had been early, she
recalled, the night of the party at
Rob and Michelle's house.
Michelle had invited a few friends
from work to drink and swim in
their pool, in celebration of
nothing she remembered. Harris
was the one friend of Rob's who
Michelle liked, and happened to be
invited. Elizabeth grew attracted
to him in waves. As she walked in
the door, she found him handsome.
Then she liked his shoes, although
now she couldn't even recall what
kind they had been. Whenever
Harris had walked past, a belated
wind of fragrance brushed against
her like a separate person
following behind, the one actually
wearing the cologne. And there
was the way he entered her audible
life. At any other time, had it

been any other person, she would
have hated it.
"Can I buy you a drink?" he
had said in almost a swagger,
grinning and reaching into the
refrigerator. They were in the
kitchen. "Citrus or Wild Berry?"
Elizabeth smiled and shook her
head.
"You choose."
"Citrus." He lifted the bottle
while clasping the neck, holding it
in front of her like a surrendered
handgun.
"Very generous. Thank
you." Harris bent slightly at the
waist and tilted his head in a
fractured bow.
"It's Elizabeth, isn't it?"
"Yes, and you are--"
"Harris." He raised the
bottle on his lips almost vertically.
She twisted the cap from her bottle
and drank. They exchanged more
formalities and more wine coolers,
and eventually wandered outside.
Neither of them had brought
a bathing suit, so they just rolled
their pants to the knees, and sat on
the side of the pool holding their
drinks. They talked for a shorter
time than Elizabeth had thought, at
the time. The alcohol-sodden
minutes barely moved around the
clock face. Looking back, that

seemed to characterize their
relationship, always thinking there
was more to the present than really
existed. Elizabeth couldn't
remember any of the poolside
conversation aside from selected
vague topics of the theatre and
Michelle, and swimming. She had
been staring into the water; it was
an activity that required the least
of her thickened brain. After Rob
turned out the pool's underwater
lights, she could make out their
image on the surface of the water,
darkened like a photograph's
negative. And when Harris leaned
over to kiss her, his leg moved
through the water, sweeping away
the both of them, as though they
had been drawn in the dust of
some long-forgotten mirror.
*

*

*

"Traffic was awful. Some
accident near an on-ramp, a
merging accident, I think." He
pulled out his chair and sat down.
"I am sorry for being late,
Elizabeth, I know this doesn't
exactly endear me to you."
"It's all right, Harris."
"You think I'm inept, don't
you?" he said, smiling, although
not sure himself if he was only
kidding.
"Of course not."
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Harris blanketed the table
with his eyes, as if making sure
everything was present. He
touched his spoon, aligning his
face in its concave silver to see his
reflection, elongated and upsidedown.
"Thanks for coming tonight.
I sort of thought you wouldn't, it's
been so long. I figured maybe it
would have been easier not to."
"Maybe it would have."
She kept on smiling the smile
Harris knew as a cover, so you
could never tell when she was
hurting. He pinched the bottom of
his tie's knot, to redefine its
triangle. For once, they had
dressed compatibly. Any other
time he took a casual approach, he
expected a dress. If he put on a
blazer and tie, she would have
shown up in trousers. It seemed
right that their longest separation
should result in something that
worked, Harris thought. She
looked stunning tonight, with light
brown hair resting, hesitating
above her shoulders. She was also
wearing a thin stripe of blue
eyeliner. Elizabeth called it a
trade secret, and used it to make
her eyes look darker. He had
never noticed the makeup until she
made a point of it. From then on,

even though he knew the trick, her
eyes still obsessed him, a haunting
brown he knew he couldn't satisfy.
* * *
"You look beautiful,
Elizabeth." Her smile faded,
although not completely, and she
turned her head. No matter what
she thought of Harris's
declarations, flattery always froze
her. She caught herself in the
mirror on the wall across the
room. Mirrors lined the entire
restaurant about three feet from the
floor, to make the dining area
seem larger. She looked at Harris
in the mirror. "Elizabeth, did you
hear me?" She gazed back into his
real face.
"Yes, yes, Harris. Thank
you. You look well. Really, you
do," she said. She was being
sincere. But she knew her
sincerity, in its strange ways,
sometimes placed her voice in a
worn, overplayed recording.
Harris touched his spoon again,
and smoothed his lap. "How have
you been?"
"Oh, surviving, I guess. I
got promoted, even though I hate
the job."
"Sorry."
"But you knew that already."

"Knew what? The
promotion?"
"No. Me hating my job."
"Oh. Well, congratulations."
"For hating my job?"
"No, the promotion."
"Thanks." Harris coughed.
"How about you?"
"I don't know. I'm getting to
where I enjoy work. Sorry,
Harris."
"Hey, I'm happy for you."
"They've given me more
creative freedom, you could say.
Nobody stands over my shoulder
anymore."
Elizabeth worked in a
greeting card company, designing
themes and the little messages
inside. She took a vow never to
rhyme her work.
"I still think you should act,"
he said.
"I think you don't know what
you're talking about."
She twisted in her chair,
glancing aimlessly at the mirror.
It was her way of ending
conversation. She deemed herself
an actress once. But she was
forced to retire at twenty-four,
because no one wanted her. Her
performances and dreams were her
own, and she saw no reason for
anyone to invade them. If no one
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wanted to see her perform, then
she wouldn't. Not for anyone.
Not for Harris.
The silence gained a reprieve
with the waitress's arrival.
"How are you folks tonight?"
she chortled.
"Fine," Harris said.
"Great. My name is Sheila,
and I'll be serving you tonight.
Our soup of the day is french
onion and our house special is the
vegetarian lasagna. Would you
care for something to drink?"
"No," Harris said.
"Water, please," Elizabeth
asked.
"One water? I'll bring that
right back."
The waitress scurried to the
kitchen, leaving them without a
target for their eyes. They said
nothing. The waitress appeared a
few moments later, carrying a
small glass of water, which she set
in front of Elizabeth.
"Are you folks ready to
order?"
"I'll just have the salad bar,"
Elizabeth said, without looking at
Harris. The waitress scribbled,
and turned to Harris, who was
buried in the menu.
Looking down the rows of
prices, and without looking up, he
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said, "Oh I suppose I'll have the
New York strip. Medium rare.
With the salad."
"Baked potato?"
"Yes. Sour cream and
butter." Elizabeth cleared her
throat. Harris smiled at her.
"Anything to drink?"
"Water."
"Okay, I'll have those out
here in a few minutes," she said,
collecting the menus. "If there's
anything I can get for you folks,
just let me know. My name's
Sheila." She smiled, too big, and
disappeared to the kitchen.
"Are you all right,
Elizabeth?"
"Yes, I'm fine. Just a little
tired."
Harris looked down at his
shoes for a moment, and then
raised his head.
"Elizabeth, I can't take being
apart any more. I love you,"
Harris blurted. She lowered her
eyes. "Elizabeth?" She looked to
the mirror again, in time to watch
his reflected mouth plead, "Say
something." She wouldn't look,
and kept staring in the mirror.
"I'll be in the men's room."
Harris ran his hands under
the milky hot water for longer than
he needed to remove the soap.

The warmth felt good. He
splashed his face, and the beads
fell from his nose back into the
steady stream. He ripped several
paper towels from the dispenser
and massaged his hands. Taking a
deep breath, he leaned over the
sink and placed his hands on the
mirror and dropped his head.
Harris looked at his hands, and
noticed how each finger lined up
perfectly with its imaginary twin.

She was gone. The waitress
had brought back two plates, a
cold, empty plate for the salad bar,
for Elizabeth, and the steaming
plate containing Harris's steak. He
stood in the doorway of the
restroom, just watching the dishes
sit in front of two empty chairs.
What a waste of time, Harris
murmured. Three damn years.
He lifted the change in his pocket
and dropped it. He tried to find a
clear path of sight through the
artificial foliage in the front of the
restaurant. He looked for the
phone booths, hoping for a glimpse
of the young woman he had seen
earlier. The waitress was
apparently still in the kitchen, and
trying to sort out the check would

be impossible. Harris wasn't
hungry anymore.
He glided past tables, serving
trays, and the front podium. Once
in the lobby, he stopped in front of
the three phone booths-all of them
empty. Harris stood in front of
the smaller one and inspected it for
a moment, in silence. He opened
the wooden door and slid across its
seat, low enough so that his knees
rose above the level of his wait.
He dragged his fingers down the
square keys, and sniffed for
perfume. He closed the door.
Through the scratched, murky
glass he could see his table, and
the waitress switching the salt and
ketchup. She had already removed
the plates, and was now pushing
the chairs back under the table. It
only took her a minute and a half
to wipe away the whole evening; a
whole three years in a minute and
a half. Harris laughed. The table
was set for anyone else now,
anyone at all. He dreamed up a
person, a woman, with long,
blonde hair. She would sit there,
he thought, and she wouldn't know
anything about the couple who had
just finished. A beautiful young
woman with her nails painted,
sitting tall in Elizabeth's chair.
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Jack Lugar

Alaura's Theme
T

X ears puddled on the table beneath her bowed head as she
chewed on a straw and let desperate tears seep from her eyes. "I
used to sing in a small nightclub called De La Creme outside of
Indianapolis. It was kind of an intimate dinner and drink place. I
always liked to think of myself as the main course." Alaura
giggled quietly to herself. She had run through that line at least
ten times while waiting for the interviewer to arrive at the Cafe
Harlow. Each time she rephrased it sightly to coax its humor but
it felt increasingly worse instead of better.
Alaura's dark brown hair was draped across the sides of her face soaking
in the salty water on the table. Flinging it back in a single fluid motion of
shaking and lifting her head, the strands of silk gently rested on her shoulders.
And pulling the straw out of her moist mouth she sniffed back the tears and
dried her eye pools with a sleeve. A chill went up her back as the air
conditioner grumbled on for the second time since she had been seated.
Setting the straw on the table, Alaura reached in her duffle bag for her "wet
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rose" colored lipstick and a mirror.
"Who cares what Miss Manners
says about lipstick at the table."
First the bottom lip then the tips of
the top, and pressing the two
together she transformed.
Reaching for the menu
squeezed between the napkin
holder and the window, the
twenty-three year old performer
placed her finger in a sticky
ketchup glob on the back. At first
irritated by the mess she soon
became entertained by trying to
stick the menu to her finger
without it falling victim to the
forces of gravity. "No... No...
Nooooo... Ha, did it! No..." She
bit the side of her cheek and let
out a breathy chuckle. "How the
simple are amused."
After playing with the
laminated menu for a few minutes
she opened it and smiled insecurely
while looking around at the other
customers. "I think'll just get a
Diet Coke and fries," she
mumbled to herself. "Hey
Raymond, can you get me a Diet
and fries?"
"What am I, your little slave
monkey? Yeah sure...sure."
"Thanks."
Alaura practiced again, "I
used to do solo work at a little

nightclub called De La Creme
outside of Indy. It was a place for
dinner and drinks. I was the main
course."
"What?"
" Huh!" A1aura d iscovered
Raymond towering over her booth.
"You were the main course
for what?"
"Main course?... Oh, Oh,
nothing."
"Whatever. Here's your
Coke. Your fries..."
"I wanted Diet. Is it Diet?"
"Yeah, its DIET, Don't
worry I'm not going to ruin your
dainty little figure. Your fries will
be done soon. Don't forget you
only have a few minutes."
"I know... I know."
Alaura pushed the fallen
strands of hair out of her face and
peered at the cafe entrance behind
her. No one entered or exited.
Again, her eyes began to
well-up with tears as she turned to
her Diet Coke for consolation.
"I'm tired of not doing or being
anything. I know I could do it if I
had the chance." She stared out
the window and hummed "Alaura's
Theme" from City of Angels.
"That's my song," she whispered
after humming a few bars.
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"Here's your fries, Laura.
You've got five minutes."
"I know Ray, I have a
watch," Alaura snapped.
"Sorry, just talking."
"Well, don't talk to me!"
Alaura checked her watch,
3:57, and again, no interviewer.
Everyday Alaura would sit and
wait for that dreamed interviewer
to arrive and ask her digging
personal questions.
"Hey Laura, your break's
over!" she hears from the kitchen.
"Huh? Wha... Oh, uh, yeah
I'm comin'," Alaura put her
dreams away and grabbed her
apron and order pad off the bench
as she slid out of the booth.
Again, her eyes filled with tears as
she glanced back at the empty
booth.
"I used to do solo work in
Indy at a club called De La
Creme. I was the main... course.
Now I just serve 'em."
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Beth Parker-Sloat

Maria Elena
e

k-Jhe peered through the crack in the slightly open door at
the woman who stood outside. Maria Elena felt fear rush over
her body again, as she did every time one of the American
gringos approached her. This time though, the woman was trying
to speak espanol, not the ingles she herself found so confusing and
difficult.
"Senora, por favor, may I speak with you? We need to know if your
children are going to school." The woman outside the door paused and
waited for the Hispanic woman to answer. When nothing happened, she tried
again.
"My name is Diane Walker. Por favor, I am a social worker and I need
to make sure your children are healthy and are going to school." The woman
outside paused again, and Maria Elena thought for a moment. Why would
anyone be coming to see her? She had put her children in school so they
would become good Americanos, and be able to make a living-so no gringo
would come knock on her door. Fear raced over her again as she thought of
the deportation officers she and her husband and family had so narrowly
avoided the past years.
Looking outside at the woman she slowly and silently shook her head no.
As she closed the door, she could still hear the woman outside speaking even
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louder in her broken espanol.
Maria Elena hoped she would stop
soon and go away so her children
would not see this gringa trying to
intimidate their mother when they
came home. There was a sudden
knock on the door again, and
Maria Elena started suddenly,
breathing a silent prayer to Maria,
madre de Dios, no seran los
oficios de deportacion--; but it was
only the woman again, pushing a
piece of folded paper under the
door of her apartment.
Only after she was sure the
woman was gone did Maria Elena
pick up the folded paper. It was in
inglds, but her eye caught a small
message in espanol at the bottom
of the page, listing an address to
write and get a form in another
language. She would have to talk
to her husband about this tonight
after the children were asleep, but
meanwhile she stored it with the
other forms she had been given by
various people in a small drawer of
her dresser.
Sitting down suddenly, she
felt the fear and energy flow out of
her body, and with them, some of
her pride and hope. She
remembered when the woman
down the hall had been taken by
the officers; her children had come
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home to find their mother gone.
One minute she was there, and the
next, nada. Maria Elena had been
so frightened she didn't let her
children out of the apartment-even
for school-for three days. Their
complaining had made her let them
go, for she knew they wanted to
see their friends. That memory
brought back another day, the day
she had enrolled her children in the
new school nearby.
They had just moved, fearing
that the deportation officers were
not far behind all of the official
mail in inglds they had received at
their last apartment. That day the
huge—to her—brick school seemed
to loom at her from a distance, yet
she knew within its walls lay the
ticket to a life for her children
which she had never known, and
indeed was the main reason she
and her husband crossed the border
while she was pregnant with the
eldest. Firmly she had held their
hands as they walked down the
sidewalk towards the school. Her
middle child, a boy, in her left
hand, in her right, the youngest
and the only girl, and on the other
side of the girl, the oldest, a boy.
They spoke ingles very well, a
language too confusing to her, and

she relied on her eldest to relay
information to her.
The line drew closer to the
registration table, and Maria Elena
had looked down at her children
with pride, their shining straight
black hair combed down, eager,
yet unsure of their surroundings.
She remembered wishing she
herself could feel that way, able to
learn, to be outside without fear,
to have so many possibilities ahead
of her, but all this was for her
children, not her; she would care
for them and encourage them and
sacrifice anything for them so they
could make it as good Americanos,
but for a simple woman like
herself to do as her children did,
no. As she got to the table, she
pulled out the precious birth
certificates showing her children
were US citizens. The woman
sitting there asked her a question,
and Maria Elena had stood there
looking at the woman while the
eldest son relayed questions back
and forth.
Remembering that day helped
her failing sense of pride. Inside
the apartment all day with only the
view of another apartment building
out her window often made Maria
Elena cry for her old home and
neighbors. And this day she was

on the edge, but she squeezed her
eyes together hard and forced
herself to stop. She certainly felt
glad for the apartment, and didn't
want to leave again in secrecy.
But, supper must be ready
soon, her children would be home
from school soon, and then her
husband. She felt anxious about
the woman who had come to the
door, and wanted to talk to him
about it. Her husband never
seemed to be afraid of the things
which bothered her so; she thanked
God for a man like him, brave and
strong, able to provide for their
meals, if not much else.
Her children burst in from
school, excited from a day of
being with their friends. She
quieted them down and fed them
tortillas to keep them till their
supper of rice and beans.
Maria Elena breathed a silent
prayer that they were home safely
again, then tensed up as her
husband walked through the door
two hours early. He had been
working hard since six-thirty that
morning and smelled of old dried
sweat, but she was just glad he
was back. "Querido, como fue el
trabajo hoy?" she asked, hoping
he had found a boss who wouldn't
report him to the deportation
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officers, and scared that he had
been laid off. He nodded his head
vaguely, wanting only to bathe
first. Later he would talk with his
wife.
Maria Elena hurried around
preparing supper, a knot icing in
her stomach. Oh Maria, madre de

Dios, por favor ayuda me, no
dejas que mi esposo sera
reportado por su jefe, she prayed
silently, scolding the children to
leave their father alone while he
changed. Supper went as usual,
the children yelling and the TV
blaring in the background. Her
husband said little, and the
children went off to their room
after eating, conscious that
something was not right. Maria
Elena washed up while her
husband drank his coffee at the
table in the crowded kitchen.
"Maria Elena, los oficios
venian hoy y llevaban uno de los
trabajadores", her husband said,
and took another big gulp of his
coffee, "No podia hacer nada
para el." Maria Elena stood
quietly at the sink, not moving,
afraid of what his next sentence
might be. "Sera que no podemos
quedar aqui" he said in a low
voice. She turned around wiping
her dripping hands. "Una mujer
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me visite hoy" she said, "y me
pregunte si mis hijos estaban en la
escuela." Her husband coughed.
They looked at each other, both
seeing the weariness in each others
eyes, neither wanting to ask the
question pulsing through their
hearts, eating at their thoughts.
"lYque de los nihos? jYa
donde vamos? £ Y realmente
tenemos que ir? Oh, Dios mio"
Maria Elena began crying, then
sobbing, unable to control herself.
The children heard her and came
out of their room. The eldest
asked, tentatively, "Are we
leaving?" His father looked at
him. The little girl began to cry,
and clung to her mother, hiding in
her skirts.
A few days later, there was a
knock on the door. It opened a
crack because of the blow, but no
face peered out. The officers
walked in tentatively, then more
boldly when they saw no one was
there. The faucet dripped on its
orange stain in the sink, and the
radio from the apartment below
blared through the floor into the
silence.

3rd Place Story

Tami Rogers

Darkness

r

V«^onceived in darkness, in the heat of desire; the passion
of love. The joining of lovers; the fusion of cells: two become
one. . . I am that one.
*

*

*

Exhausted, misted with sweat, he pulled gently away from her.
Caressing her hair, he leaned over her, brushing her eyelid with his lips.
Satisfied, he joined her in sleep. . .
*

*

*

A rhythm is beating, pulsating . . . thump, thump, thump thump, thump
thump: the music of my world. Liquid vibrations funnel through my being,
keeping time with the music. Fluid sensations ripple over me, sucking in and
out, in and out. I am floating free in aquatic dance-quivering, trembling,
ebbing and flowing with the tide. Baptized in water and blood . . . immersed,
hidden, unknown to any but myself and God . . .
*

*

*

"I love you, you know." She could feel the vibration of his voice,
rumbling, soothing against her cheek. She lifted her face from his chest to
look up at him. Her body inched forward, skin brushing on naked skin, until
her mouth reached his ear.
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"I love you too, babe," she
whispered. His eyes drifted from
her face, took on a dreamy look.
"I'll marry you, someday.
I'll never let you go."
***

"Darn it."
She shuffled through her
purse for a tissue to stop the
bleeding. She'd bitten another nail
down to the quick.
She looked down at her lap.
Her legs jiggled up and down, up
and down with dizzying speed,
possessed with a mind of their
own. The smell of antiseptic and
cleanser assaulted her nostrils.
"White," she thought. "Doctors'
offices always smell white. And
waiting rooms smell grey."
Her eyes wandered from her
lap to the floor. Her sneakers
were filthy. Strands of frayed
canvas showed at the creases. She
could see her baby toe, naked and
exposed. Yes, these shoes had
been through a lot of tough wear.
She'd need a new pair soon.
Maybe when she started driving
she wouldn't go through shoes so
quickly. She'd go for her license
the day after her birthday, she
promised herself.
The carpet on the floor was a
cream shag; a path was worn from
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the door of the office to the
receptionist's desk. She could see
where someone's chewing gum had
been ground onto the floor. The
mother had probably flipped! The
corners of her mouth twitched as
she thought of how her own
mother would react.
"Man, she'd freak! She'd
totally spaz out. Mrs. Perfect,
she'd die at the thought of gum in
the carpet."
"Wow, if only she knew why
I was here now. She'd forget
about the gum."
Her eyes continued across the
shag and lit upon a pair of shoes
across the room. They were
black. Shiny. Stiff. No scuff
marks. Probably belonged to a
businessman or executive—
probably too successful to have
time for his family-and too busy
to care. She didn't bother to look
up to confirm her guess. She
knew. She'd dealt with his type
before; every day of her life.
The waiting room was
relatively empty. It was midmorning. She'd had to skip school
to get this test done. Oh well.
Who really cares about tenth-grade
math? She'd drop out of school
soon anyway. As soon as she was
old enough to get married.

Hopefully next year. They'd
already planned it all. They'd
elope. Her parents would never
approve. They hated him. She
was too young. They expected her
to go to university, become a
lawyer or something. Follow in
their footsteps. Make them proud.
Be perfect like them. Well, maybe
their daughter was a little less than
perfect. Maybe they'd see that
now. Especially now.
She heard feet moving across
the hardwood floor of the hall,
approaching the carpeted waiting
room. White-clad feet, with
rubber soles that squeaked
irritatingly. It gave her shivers.
She heard a voice addressing
her, filtering through the vice that
gripped her mind, her heart, her
stomach. . .her eyes moved slowly
upward past the white shoes to the
white stockings, the hem of the
white uniform, white buttons.
Thick arms and hands clasped a
black clipboard; her eyes lingered
for a moment-black on white~a
stain on the purity, the perfection
. . . Finally her eyes reached their
destination: the jowly face of an
elderly, condescending nurse. A
thick Scottish burr enunciated the
words officially, coolly: "The
results of your test are in."

*

#

*

I have been discovered. No
longer secret~I am open,
vulnerable. The music of my
world fluctuates: sometimes faster,
sometimes slower. Emotions
come and go in quick successiontension is the only constant.
I have changed. Grown.
Developed. I am made in the
image of the two; the expression of
their love-feelings made tangible;
emotions made flesh.
* * *

"I'm pregnant. I'm going to
have our baby."
She watched closely for his
reaction. First surprise; then
shock. He asked, hesitantly,
"How do you feel about it?"
"Pretty good." She smiled.
"I love you, and he's part of you,
so I love him too." She put a hand
to her stomach, stroking it
tenderly, then looked at him
expectantly.
He broke into a wide grin.
Putting his arms around her, he
answered, "Then I'm happy, too,"
but how are you so sure he's a
he?"
"Well I'm not!" she giggled.
"What am I supposed to call him—
it?"
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For an answer he drew her
close and kissed her. She sighed
in relief. Of course he was going
to be happy. They loved each
other, right? They were going to
get married. So they started
having a family a little early. She
felt good—confident. She was in
love, and she was going to have
his baby. Everything was going to
be okay.
"Have you told your parents
yet?"
She looked down. "No."
The tension was back. Her
confidence vanished. In her mind,
she could hear the bomb ticking,
ticking, closer and closer to the
time of detonation. She tried to
push the sound away, to drown it
out with the sounds of wedding
bells, of her baby's cooing, of her
lover's whisper in her ear. . .
"I'll never let you go."
*

*

*

Darkness. Tension. The
rhythm is pounding, faster. I am
restless. Back and forth I sway,
the water rushing past my face,
closing in one me; constricting. I
open my mouth, gasping. My arms
and legs flail freely as the music
rocks me, pounding into my head,
my chest. My hand brushes
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something. The cord, an anchor in
the storm.
* * *

"No!"
She backed away, frantically
clutching her belly.
"I won't kill my baby!"
Her mother fixed her with a
frigid stare. "Young lady, if you
wish to remain in this household,
you will do exactly as I tell you.
You will schedule an abortion as
soon as possible, and you will keep
your mouth shut about the entire
situation.
"No! I will not! It's our
baby. . . We love each other.
We're going to get married. . ."
She was babbling, hysterically.
How could she make them
understand?
Her eyes dropped to the
floor, searching the carpet for an
answer, some protest that could
suffice. In their quest, they
stumbled over the pair of black,
shiny shoes across the room.
Her father.
She forced her eyes to move
up his seated form until they
reached his face.
"Daddy?"
He glanced up at her,
impassive.

"Do what your mother says."
His tone was as final as a
dismissal.
She closed her eyes. Desper
ation forced its salty liquid path
through her clenched lids. It was
no use. Her father would never
change. And her mother's icy
volatility would not be countered.
She drew in a deep breath
and opened her eyes, facing the
rigid paleness of her mother's face,
the festering anger in her eyes.
Faintly she could hear it. . .
tick. . .tick. . .tick. . .
"No way. I'm keeping my
baby."
The bomb exploded.
Her mother's hand lashed out
to connect with her face.
"Whore." One word, flung
down at her with the accuracy of a
knife. Precise judgment, passed in
an instant. "Selfish whore."
She whimpered quietly. In
her mind's eye she saw the pieces
of her world strewn about her,
shattered. Nothing was left.
There was nothing to cling to,
nothing to hold, nothing. . . only
despair. Darkness. Death?
Then, through the mists, she
felt something hot, burning.
Anger. No—hate. She hated her.
Hated them both. The flame of

her loathing rekindled the frayed
edges of courage, setting it blazing
once more.
She glared defiantly back at
her. "I will not give up my baby.
I will not!"
"Then get out on the street
where you belong."
*

*

*

I am warm now. Com
fortable. The music is peaceful,
calm. . .secure. The darkness
wafts in and out of my mind. . .1
am drifting. I raise my hand to
my face. Curling my fingers over
my nose, I suck my fist, my
thumb. Yes, I am secure.
*

*

*

She lay with her head in his
lap. She felt safe, comfortedalmost serene. He would make
things right. He loved her.
She could feel the slight
tugging as he played with her hair,
enmeshing it in his fingers like the
strands of a spider's web-binding,
ensnaring, yet ever so fragile and
delicate. The cords of her fate,
stretched between his hands. . .
what pattern would he yield?
"I love you, babe. You know
I do. But I can't marry you. Not
now. Not yet."
"Why not?"
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She sat up suddenly, her hair
ripping from his hands, broken
strands falling to the ground. She
looked straight into his eyes,
frantic.
"You said you loved me.
You said you'd never let me go."
"I do, and I won't. But don't
you see? I'm only seventeen! I'm
still in school. I don't have the
money to support us. I don't even
have a decent job, or a place to
live. A baby requires a lot of
cash, and I just don't have it!"
"So what do you expect me to
do? My parents are going to turn
me out! Where am I supposed to
go? I can't support my baby on
my own."
Her hand went to her belly.
Betrayal spilled over into her eyes.
She felt tired. . .so tired.
He reached out a hand and
drew her head against his chest,
voiced the alternative. "Maybe. . .
maybe you should do like your
parents say. We could always
have another later on."
She couldn't look at him.
"What are you saying?"
"Maybe. . ." He sighed.
"Maybe you should just have an
abortion."
* * *
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Darkness. All is still. Too
still. The rhythm is very faint; far
away. For the first time I realize
that I am alone in my world.
Detached. Vulnerable. Yet my
life is entwined with the life that
surrounds me, with the rhythm that
marks the passage of time, the
presence of breath, of feeling-the
essence of life. The rhythm inside
me echoes this pulsing, with a
music of my own.
* * *

She lay across the bed, silent.
Conflicting emotions scurried
through her mind, running hand in
hand, taunting her. . .Darkness
again.
She sighed, shuddering. Her
hands stroked her belly. Back and
forth, back and forth.
Caressing.
Loving.
Apologizing.
Forgive me.
Forgive me.
Acidic tears burned her eyes,
scaled her cheeks. She lay her
head back, exposing her throat to
the knife of pain that tore through
her soul and spirit, shredding,
slicing, breaking. The blade split
her wide, uncovering her
innermost parts, revealing its
target. Then it raised itself,

laughing hideously, honed black
and sharp.
It plunged. Her heart
exploded in a fountain of tears,
spurting out of her, flowing and
flowing, emptying her until
nothing remained. Nothing.
Darkness.
Forgive me.
She reached for the phone.
* * *

Darkness. Everything is
slow. . .sleepy. The music is
peaceful, distant. . .Liquid
traverses slowly, gently through
my lungs, in and out, in and out.
I feel secure; warm. . .apathetic.
My senses are dull. All is quiet. . .
Wait! Something is wrong. I
sense a presence-strange,
menacing—lethal. . .1 am not
alone. I retreat in fear, in
horror. . .It follows me, sucking,
pulling, tearing. My music pounds
faster, faster, uncontrollable.
Fear! Fear! Pain!
Darkness.
* * *

The mop swirled to and fro,
the paint on the floor, creating
images, circles of red. . .The nurse
approached the silver basin placed
strategically at the foot of the
table.
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Jeffrey McKenzie

Having Said Everything
One fluorescent light had been left on, in the kitchen.
Everyone had gone by the time I pulled into the driveway and
there was no point in going inside, because I really had everything
I needed. I let momentum carry to a stop, held in the clutch and
rolled backwards into the street.
"Not going in?"
"No, I don't need to. I just thought maybe I could catch my parents
before they left."
"Why?"
"To get organized. I would have felt better."
The car stuttered forward, catching first gear slowly, second easily and I
accelerated under a green light.
"We need gas," I said, almost to myself, "You still want to go?"
"Of course. Will your parents care?"
"No, I don't think so. Don't see why they would."
"You're sure?"
"They probably won't even think about it."
I pumped the tank full and walked to the building, looking down at my
credit card, fingering the raised letters of my name. I made up a license plate
number since I never bothered to memorize my own, and signed the receipt.
There was no money to pay for all the gas I was going to need, to Chicago
and back, by the time the bill would come, so I would ask my father to pay it.
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I suppose I would have gone even
if all of my family had died years
before, and I was the only one, but
it was my parents who called and
said that they were leaving right
away and that I should as soon as
possible. We caught 1-65 by way
of 1-465, leaving Indianapolis, the
streetlights spaced farther and
farther apart until the highway was
dark, and the brakelights bathed
red all the signs behind us. We
didn't say anything but listened to
the radio, the same station; Stewart
couldn't stand my annoying habit
of changing stations after each
song, so I just left it there. There
didn't seem to be anything to say,
and didn't want to argue about the
radio.
I figured my grandmother had
been dead for about thirty hours as
we passed Zionsville. They hadn't
known when the funeral would be,
or much about her death-natural
causes was all they said, a term I
always thought odd, natural
causes. Doesn't everyone die of
natural causes, ultimately, the
cessation of organs, the absence of
brain waves?
My grandmother would have
given me gas money had we only
been going to Chicago like any
other year, visiting for Christmas,

or Thanksgiving. I remembered
the last card she sent me, still
standing on a table in my
apartment, and wished I had not
thrown away all those others.
*

*

"Do you think she left you
anything?" Steward said, boldly, I
thought.
"No idea. She has three
other children, maybe she figures
I'll get whatever from them."
He turned down the radio.
"She has a lot though, right?"
"I guess, all my grandfather
had."
My grandfather died six years
ago. He owned a couple of car
dealerships, and left everything to
her.
"Why did you ask?" I said.
"Oh, it just seemed like your
parents are doing all right, we
could use money like that."
"We?"
"I mean, in general,
everybody like us, we. I can just
see the state taking everything
because she didn't have a will or
something."
I shrugged, as one powerless.
Lebanon passed as a green
exit sign, a mile marker. I was
getting into a zone, where you
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can't remember having driven the
last six miles, and my eyelids
stiffened. We weren't even close
to Chicago. My grandmother
lived in Waukegan, north of there,
and I mentally added miles to
every sign for Chicago. Hours
later, moving along Lakeshore
Drive, when we finally saw the
skyline, Stewart was asleep, and
we were still too far away to feel
safe, or accomplishment.
The only interruption between
Lebanon and west Lafayette was a
huge dog, the size of a large child,
sprawled halfway in our lane.
"Must've just gotten hit,"
Stewart said.
"I can't see any blood
anywhere."
"Maybe it's not dead."
"It just has to be. We'll be
back down the other side in a few
days. By then it'll be a bloody
mess. All those tires will cut it in
half."
"Let's pull it off the road,
then."
I looked in the mirror to no
headlights.
"Let's go back," Stewart said.
I braked. The car slowed to
a dead stop on the interstate and
whined in reverse for a few
hundred yards. We parked on the
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shoulder, behind the dog, and left
the car running. He cast a shadow
longer than the reach of the
headlights.
"He's got a collar, but no
tags or anything," I said.
I had read of people who
always stopped to take dead
animals off the road, said that you
never knew, that perhaps the
raccoon, the squirrel you killed
was the equivalent of a sage or
seer in its own realm, and
deserving of a proper burial; at the
very least, they said, it is a sign of
respect for the dead, the only
humane act left.
We dragged him down the
grassy slope beside the highway,
into the dark.
*

*

"Are you listening to this?" I
said, motioning to the radio.
"No, why?"
"I'm tired of music."
"Do you want it off?"
"No, I want to hear someone
talk. Put it on AM, maybe there's
a sports show or something."
Stewart rolled the dial
through the numbers, and back
again.
"I only really want noise," I
said.

We listened to a news
program, and then to some
political analysts screaming at each
other from the left and right. The
road became so monotonous it was
bearable, and almost twenty miles
passed before I felt the steering
wheel under my hands again. A
program about dreams was on the
radio, and some expert from the
Cleveland sleep clinic was taking
calls. AM radio always made me
aware of geography; we could get
stations from as far as Cincinnati.
A woman was talking about a
dream.
"It comes and goes,
sometimes it happens every night
for a week, then I don't have it for
a month," she said.
"Does the same dream
reoccur, or does the action
continue and progress with each
dream?" the expert said. He spoke
deliberately, as you would expect a
psychiatrist to, or anyone whose
business it is to listen, show
compassion, offer advice.
"Oh, the same dream, yes,
but sometimes I'll wake up before
it gets all the way through. But it
always starts in the same place."
"All right, what happens in
your dream?

We passed a truck, and once
in front, the driver flashed his
lights to signal that we were far
enough ahead of him to get back in
the right lane. I turned my lights
off and on in appreciation.
"Well, every time, I'm
driving to a certain place and I
know where I am, and I seem to
know how to get there, but I don't
know where I'm headed to."
"No, this is an actual place,
the place where you are going to
in the dream?"
"Yes."
"But you don't know what the
place is."
"Right. I know most of the
roads that I dream about, I drive
them all the time, but whenever I
get close to the final destination, or
the end, the place I'm going to, I
wake up, or everything gets fuzzy
or I stop dreaming."
"Have you ever tried actually
tried driving there yourself, outside
of your dream?"
"I've tried. Once, just after
the dream, I got in my car and
went down the same streets I
dreamt about, but I couldn't bring
myself to drive to the end."
"Why?"
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"The closer I get, closer to
where I mimic my dream, I have
this terrible feeling, this fear."
The expert paused.
"Let me just begin by
explaining the type of dream you
have described to me," the expert
said. "The subconscious mind is
extremely perceptive, and in your
case, the dream is a response by
the subconscious to the day's
activities, as well as a reflection of
your thoughts and fears. I believe
your mind is attempting to tell you
things through sleep, and I would
offer this: your inability to find a
destination in your dream parallels
reality in that you are not sure in
life where you are going."
"Is there anything I can do
about the dream?"
"I think, by setting some
goals, some long term plans, you
can alleviate the sense that you are
lost. Once you do have an inner
sense of direction, this should
satisfy your subconscious, and the
dreams should end."
"But what about the final
place, why can't I ever get to it in
the dream?"
"Drive there. Drive all the
way there."
I was going just under the
speed limit as we moved through
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Gary, trying to stay awake, singing
to the radio.
"Got any smokes, Stewart?"
"Falling asleep?"
He held the Camels out,
flipped one up and pinched it
between the walls of the soft pack.
I took it.
"Thanks."
"I can drive some if you
want."
"It's okay, I'll be all right.
We'll make it fine."
The first burst of nicotine
settled down and worked its double
effect; everything ran soft, then
that disappeared, and I felt more
alert. Another Chicago sign. I
smoked quickly, drawing in smoke
and chasing it with air, exhaling
smoke, then taking another drag
immediately. I dropped ashes out
the window. Stewart smoked.
I thought about the funeral
and hoped there would be no open
casket. The thought of my
grandmother being fused over
while she was dead, dressed and
made up, seemed like denial. I
remember looking through her
photo albums last summer, and
there was a whole page of
photographs of dead people.
Maybe it would be what she
wanted. If the story were mine, I

would tell of how I cradled her,
lifeless in my arms, and walked
out into the street to take her to the
place no one can find, and
returned alone, having said
everything.
I took the last breath from the
cigarette and flicked it end over
end out the window. I watched it
sail downward behind the car and
skip and turn on the pavement, and
when all the glowing ashes flashed
as sparkes in the air, they
surrounded the remains of the
cigarette, like flies swarming above
the body of a dead animal.
*

*

I smoked one more cigarette
before we took the exit into East
Chicago, to get gas. I found an
all-night station, but the price was
terrible. Chicago, I thought.
Stewart went to the restroom
beside the building, and I began to
pump, fingering the credit card in
my hand, hoping the gas really
was on my father.
"Spare a quarter?"
The voice was on my left,
and I turned to see the thin black
man walk closer. He wore a
baseball cap. He stopped.
"Anything, man, I got two
kids that need to eat. You got a
quarter?"

I slid my hand nervously into
my pocket to silence the change. I
had already stopped filling the
tank.
"I don't have any."
He didn't protest, but just
keep walking down the street, and
I watched until he blended into the
dark, wondering if he would come
back, cause trouble. Of course I
felt selfish, but I figured he was
lying; anyway, I had my own
problems, problems he couldn't
see. There were times I wished I
could have brought myself to walk
the streets, between jobs, and beg
for money, stand by the side of the
road holding a sign: Will Work
For Food.
I pulled the pump handle to
finish filling the tank. I figured I
would need to fill up at least once
more before we got home.
Stewart came out of the restroom.
I looked over at the gallons,
waiting for the handle to release.
And I watched the price of sale,
the numbers rolling over and the
dollars spinning higher and higher,
and didn't say anything.

2nd Place Short Story
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Amy M. Schnupp

Feeling Good
On Thursday the sun came out. Tara walked two miles home
from school, to find her sister reclining on the back porch beside
a long-haired kid who wore a crocheted beanie cap. She gave her
sister a shy wave and went into the house, slamming the screen
door behind her.
"Hi, mom." She found her mother in the kitchen sorting coupons. Here
was a woman who still baked from scratch and vacuumed the house every
other day, a woman who had let the roaring waves of feminism rush right past
her. Tara wasn't sure if her mother even knew how to vote yet.
"Who's the weirdo on the porch with Nicole?" She whispered.
"Oh, some beatnik she picked up at the coffee shop. We haven't been
formally introduced yet. There are cookies in the striped tin."
The cookies had raisins in them which Tara picked out with expert
fingers; her mother always put raisins in her cookies because Tara's father
had grown up eating them that way. No one else actually liked raisins, but
that had proven to be largely irrelevant. "Just try the raisins," her mother
coached, as if on cue. But Tara ignored her, as she had taken to doing at
times like these. The screen door squeaked and then shut. Nicole and the
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hippy came into the kitchen. He
was tall and skinny with sandals on
his feet, white tube socks
underneath, owing to the fact that
it was March and still chilly.
"Mother, Tara, this is
Jeremiah." She smiled up at him.
"Oh, you were named after
the weeping prophet," her mother
said.
There was a pause and he
spoke in a low, rich voice. "My
parents think the Bible is a crock.
My uncle's name is Jeremiah,
that's all. They thought it had a
nice ring to it."
Her mother smiled the special
smile she saved for old people who
talk constantly about bladder
problems. "Oh, really. What did
you say your last name was
again?"
"Tremlett."
She looked pensive. "Do you
have a brother Tara's age? About
seventeen?"
"Yeah," he said in wonder,
"how'd you know?"
"I thought the name was
familiar. I was with your mother
in La Leche league."
Jeremiah and Nicole looked at
each other. "La What?"
"La Leche league. For
women who are breast-feeding."

Nicole looked white; stricken.
There was a silence that Tara
finally broke by giggling. "Wow,
Mom. Small world."
"All my friends were using
bottles," she continued, "so it was
nice to know somebody was still
doing it the natural way. Breast
feeding makes a mother a lot
closer to her children, you know.
I'm sure your mother would
agree."
Nicole quickly led Jeremiah
back outside, leaving Tara to
retreat to her room, still laughing.
Her mother stayed at her coupon
box for the rest of the afternoon,
the snipping sound of her scissors
soon drowned out by Nicole's
angry stereo.
Tara, being one of those
people who generally does not
speak unless truly inspired but who
has a fertile mind that produces
green, rich thoughts, did not enjoy
school. It did not seem to be
catered to those who enjoyed
daydreaming and reading
newspapers, but to those who read
fashion magazines and spent insane
amounts of time trying to perfect
their athletic skills. Study hall was
the worst; the girl behind her was
always painting her nails a
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different shade of fuchsia and the
smell was suffocating. She was
always talking over Tara's head to
the boy in front of her, who had a
thick red neck, where the hair
grew dark and curly, like crawling
ivy.
On Friday, Tara was deep
into a book, and it was not until
the bell rang that she noticed the
piece of paper someone had
slipped on her desk. No one ever
wrote her notes, so she opened it
with dread. "My brother has the
hots for your sister. F.T."
She turned around slowly.
There were sixty people in the
study hall, all rushing to get out.
Five rows back sat a blonde figure,
still and patient, staring at her
unashamedly.
She went back. "F.T.?" He
nodded. "I'm T.D. and I have no
idea what you're talking about."
"My brother is Jeremiah."
"Oh." Tara eyed him calmly.
Unlike his brother, his hair was
shiny and styled; his clothes clean
and new. "My mother learned
how to breast-feed with your
mother."
He was definitely shocked,
which was the effect she had
wanted. "I've got to get to my
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next class. Let's talk again
sometime." She walked out.
* *

Tara did not like to think
about Jeremiah having the "hots"
for her sister. Nicole was small
and sexy, with short auburn hair
and pale skin; one of those people
who can speak even when not
particularly inspired, but just speak
to speak, whatever you want to
talk about is fine, and so she was
never lacking for male attention.
Tara would never say it in so
many words, but she really thought
her sister was wasting herself on
someone like Jeremiah.
Jeremiah's brother
approached her again several days
later, on her way out of school.
"My name is Francis," he told her.
Tara turned to him in
amazement. "What an unexpected
name for someone living in the
Midwest."
"Most people call me Frank,
actually. Where are you off to?"
"Well, since school is over, I
thought I might go home or
something. It's my usual routine."
She kept walking.
"Do you want a ride? I have
a car."
She let him take her home in
his shabby Mustang. Dangling

from the cigarette lighter was a
cardboard air freshener with a
picture of a naked woman on it.
She caught a glimpse of it before
he tossed it furtively into the back
seat.
He proved to be a fast driver,
a quality Tara detested, especially
in men.
"What's this?" She asked
him suddenly, holding up an
unframed oil painting depicting
stick figures in bizarre positions.
It had been lying on the floor.
"I have an artist friend who
told me that's one of Picasso's
early works. He says if I sell it, I
could finance my college education
and buy a new car. What do you
think?"
"No," Tara said. "That is
stupid. No one drives around with
a Picasso on the floor of their
car."
They arrived at her house and
Tara was relieved to see there was
no sign of her sister or Jeremiah.
"You have a nice house." He
studied the red brick facade.
"Big."
She grabbed her backpack
and opened the car door. "Thank
you for the ride. If you don't
mind, I will call you Francis."

He smiled a crooked smile.
"Bye, Tara."
She could already tell he was
falling in love with her.
* *

It was midnight that Friday
that Nicole came into her room,
breathless after an evening with
Jeremiah.
"Tara?"
Tara was in bed, fast
approaching sleep.
"Tara?"
She opened her eyes to be
greeted by the rude brightness of
the light Nicole had just switched
on.
"You'd better have a
compelling reason for waking me
up."
Nicole smiled. "Jerry told
me he loved me tonight. He said
that of all the short girls he's
dated, I am by far the most
beautiful."
"Irresistible," Tara muttered.
"He also wants to marry me."
Tara sat up quickly. "Oh
god. When?"
"Not for a while, don't
worry. It's certainly nothing
Mother and Dad need to know
about. We'll probably just live
together first."
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"Nicole, may I ask you a
question? What is the attraction?"
She sighed. "You are all so
narrow-minded. Do you know
what Jerry's voice sounds like
when he says he loves me? What
it does to the insides of me when
he reads poetry aloud?" Tara had
to admit that she did not. "Do you
realize the spiritual warmth his
hands impart when we make
love?"
Tara stiffened. "Please tell
me that you haven't slept with
him." She belonged to that
modern minority that thought it
was unnecessary to sleep with
everyone who came along; who
even thought it was unnecessary to
sleep with everyone who claimed
to love you. She thought her sister
was making a mistake.
"Oh, of course not. Not sex.
But Jerry says that whenever we
touch, if only to hold hands, we
are making love."
"Really," Tara announced,
slipping back under the comforter,
"I don't want to hear anymore."
Nicole eventually left the
room in silence.
* *

Jeremiah came over for
Sunday dinner, at her mother's
invitation. "He is welcome to
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come to church with us, too," she
told Nicole, but Nicole firmly told
her no.
"It is sufficient, Mother, that
I am asking him over for dinner.
That will be enough of a
nightmare, believe me."
Tara's father began,
predictably, by asking Jeremiah
where he worked, as the rest of the
family cringed in anticipation of
his answer.
Jeremiah scooped a spoonful
of corn into his mouth before
speaking. "My grandfather left me
a trust fund, so I really don't have
to work at the moment. I hope
soon to go out west and, I don't
know, do something out there."
Her father, being heavy into
the Protestant work ethic, was not
impressed. "A man has to make a
living. What's wrong with that?
That's what your generation
doesn't understand—work can be
fun. It doesn't have to be a
drudgery. That's where a man can
find his fulfillment."
Jeremiah sighed, having
evidently heard the speech
somewhere before. "Life is short,
you know. I sure as hell don't
want to spend it wearing a suit and
getting up at seven o'clock every
morning."

Nicole quickly asked to be
excused and firmly took Jeremiah's
hand, pulling him out of the room.
"I don't like this one," her
father said plainly. "He's got an
attitude."
Tar a loaded up the
dishwasher before wandering into
the living room. Jeremiah was in
there alone, reading.
"Tara," he said, without
looking up. "What are you doing
after you graduate?"
"Going to college."
"Why college? What's the
sense? You could read books on
your own, you could travel the
world. You could do something
real." He read without pausing for
breath, "'While the Japhies of the
world go prowling in the wilder
ness to hear the voice crying in the
wilderness, to find the ecstasy of
the stars, to find the dark
mysterious secret of the origin of
faceless wonderless crapulous
civilization.' That could be you."
"I think people like that tend
to die young. I'd rather not.
Anyway, who is Japhy?"
"Jack Kerouac." Jeremiah
held up his yellow book. "The
Dharma Bums." He pronounced
it in three syllables: da-har-ma.

Somewhat disturbed, Tara
went over to the coffee table and
picked up her economics folder.
She glanced over at Jeremiah, to
find him staring at her, his eyes a
gleaming, beckoning blue,
probably very much like the
ecstasy of the stars, in fact.
* *

The next day Nicole was
gone.
Her mother went into her
bedroom to get the hair dryer and
emerged wailing, seconds later.
Tara quickly deserted the
sack lunch she was packing for
herself and ran upstairs to find her
mother crumpled in the corner of
the hallway, clutching a piece of
paper. Tara grabbed it from her.
"We have gone west to seek
our fortune, since we are obviously
not wanted here. Nic."
Tara stayed home from
school, to take care of her mother,
who seemed to have gone into
shock, and to make the necessary
phone calls. First to her father,
and then to the police, who said
they couldn't do anything. A
twenty year-old girl isn't classified
as a runaway, and Tara couldn't
convince the officer that her sister
had in fact been kidnapped by a
deranged hippy.
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At three-thirty Tara called a
number across town that she had
just looked up in the phone book.
"Is Francis there, please?"
He came to the phone.
"Tara? How'd you get my
number?
"Phone book. Where is
Jeremiah?"
"God knows. You weren't in
school today."
"I think he and Nicole ran
away. I think you might know
where they are." She spoke
deliberately.
"I might be able to find out,
but it's doubtful."
"Do it. My mother is ready
to go into cardiac arrest."
"On one condition. You go
out with me."
She felt ready to spit. "You
are absolutely disgusting. This isn't
a game. It is very serious."
There was no sound from the other
end of the line. Before hanging
up, Tara said, "All right. Pick me
up at eight o'clock."
He took her downtown to a
small smoky restaurant with no
windows. Tara was hungry;
drained, after spending an
afternoon with her frantic parents.
Unlike them, she preferred to eat
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in times of crisis. She ordered
spaghetti and lots of garlic bread.
"It's not that I don't like
you," she told Francis. "It's just
that I hate you for making me do
this."
"I only wanted to talk.
You're so evasive at school."
"In case you haven't noticed,
I don't exactly fit in there."
"I pass you in the hall, you
look right past me, past
everybody. What is it you are
always looking at?"
Tara laughed. "I spend the
school day trying to pretend I am
not where I am."
"Is that what you are doing
now?"
"I don't know yet."
The waiter brought them their
food. Tara ate without speaking,
always uncomfortable about eating
with teenaged men, who do not
tend to be tactful when you get
something dark stuck in your teeth
or accidentally spit food particles.
She ordered coffee afterwards,
which noticeably impressed
Francis.
"Does your family like
Jeremiah?" He asked suddenly.
"No. My father thinks he's a
bum, my mother sides with my
father, and I think he's just plain

scary. Do you honestly know
where he is?"
"I have an idea where he's
going. He's talked about it for
awhile."
"Why did he take Nicole with
him? She says he loves her, but I
don't believe it. I would never
pick her as his type."
"She makes him feel good,
which he says is the essence of
life."
That made Tara laugh. "My
father was not too impressed with
that view."
"Nor is mine, really. That is
part of the problem."
"Are your parents really
atheists? I've never met any
atheists."
He rolled his eyes. "They
used to be. They're sort of
experimental now. We have all
sorts of crazy crystals lying around
the house, meditation mats, nature
music..." He was visibly
embarrassed.
Tara finished her coffee.
"Where is it you think they are
going?"
"I have an uncle in Idaho
who has a farm. Jeremiah has
always wanted to go back there,
after a family vacation at the farm
five years ago. But they wouldn't

be there yet. It'll take them a
couple days."
"I have to tell my mother.
She envisioned them going west to
San Francisco to peddle dope, or
something. I'm sure she'll be
relieved to know they're seeking
their fortunes at a family farm."
They paused for a moment
while the waiter brought Jeremiah
his change.
"Frankly, I think they'll be
back in a few weeks. Jeremiah
gets bored easily. And he doesn't
like work."
"Do you think he'll even get
bored with Nicole?"
Francis smiled reassuringly.
"Oh, sure."
She stopped in the lobby to
call her mother with the news
before Francis drove her home.
They went slowly, through
winding back streets, instead of
using the freeway.
Neither one spoke. Tara
stared out the window at passing
lights, thinking of Nicole, halfway
across the country by now,
following some crazy adventure
that Tara would someday envy her
for. The only sound really was the
cheap car radio which turned
everything to static before it
reached their ears.
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Mitzi Thomas

An Effort of Will
JJdMviQ Elizabeth sat huddled in the pit with the rain hitting
all around like spilled pins from heaven. No, not heaven. The
thought came to her slowly, from far away. Heaven doesn't send
pain. She was so cold, but not wet, and that was strange because
the pit was filling up with water and her gear was getting wet.
The gun wouldn't fire if it got wet, would it? She had to get the
gun out of the water. She twisted, trying to reach the gun behind
her in the pack, but couldn't because something was caught
around her upper arm, and the needles kept hitting her leg, and
then she was falling.
She hit the floor and the breath came out of her with a surprised, "Oh."
She felt the tingling needle sensation in her leg begin to ease as reality
returned. "Oh," she said again, this time relieved. Her room was dark, but
familiar and comforting.
She unwound the blanket that had gotten wrapped around her arm, then
stood and straightened the sheets and covers across the bed. It looked warm,
soft and welcoming and she crawled gratefully back into it. What had her
high school psych teacher said last semester? Something about there was no
better behavior reinforcement than a warm bed on a cold morning and that it
took an effort of will for people to get up and face the day. An effort of will.

An effort of will. She was so
tired. Did her dad say that, or her
teacher? She could hear her dad's
voice. She was tired, but her dad
kept talking at the dinner table,
and they all listened. "With a little
effort we'll get the war over and
done with. Long as Bush isn't
afraid to use force. Long as we
don't go fiddlin' 'round like we
did in Vietnam. I said it before
and everybody knows this, if
Kennedy had lived we would never
a got in that mess to begin with."
Laurie thought, that's not
what we learned in history.
Kennedy did get us into Vietnam.
But she couldn't say that.
"Kennedy looked ol'
Khrushev in the eye and Russia
backed down. I was there. I was
in Cuba then and I can tell you
what scared was. Bush just has to
show Saddam who's boss.
Kennedy told them Russians if they
wanted nuclear war just go ahead
and aim them missiles at Florida.
The marines were called over to
Cuba and I went. I was just a kid
see, but I went to fight for my
country. And I would have, but
them Russians, they backed
down."
Get back down. She was in
the pit with her father, but it

wasn't a pit. It was a trench and
her father said to get back down or
an Iraqi sniper would hit her. But
they were in Cuba and it wasn't
raining now. She'd heard on the
news that the monsoon season was
coming, but not in Cuba. In Saudi
Arabia. It's the sixth day and take
a shower and get a hot meal. But
they had to wear a flak jacket to
get out of the trench. She couldn't
find it. It must be under the rock.
She rolled the rock over and it was
soft and warm. It wasn't a rock, it
was her dad and he was staring at
her, just staring. He didn't wear
his flak jacket. She screamed.
She was sitting in her bed,
and the room, though still familiar,
did not seem comforting and the
bed was not welcoming. She
climbed out of it. It had become a
frightening place that trapped her
in sleep. She walked to her
vanity, a mirrored dresser
decorated with everyday essentials.
Camouflage make-up. Blow dryer
gun. she sat down on the chair,
facing the mirror, but didn't look.
She folded her arms and put her
head down, like a kindergartner
taking a rest break in school.
School. She was so tired, and so
afraid. Afraid to go to sleep.
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What are you, afraid? No.
I'm not afraid, but I think it's
dumb. Her dad wanted her to
climb the fence. They were in the
3rd platoon. In Iraq. No, in
Cuba. Her dad wanted her to
climb the fence that separated the
U.S. Marine base from the Cuban
base. He had a sign that said:
3rd PLATOON WAS HERE
He was laughing because it
was such a joke. He wanted to put
the sign on their side and make
them mad. C'mon, let's go. No,
I can't find my flak jacket. You
can't wear it and climb the fence.
Climb. Be quiet. Hurry. Hurry.
They didn't see us. Hurry.
Hurry. Run back. I can't, I'm so
tired. Run. My arm hurts.
Tired. Run. My arm.
She lifted her head and stared
back at herself. Her head was too
heavy on her arm and she could
feel the needles again, this time in
her hand as the blood rushed back
into it. She had to go to bed.
School tomorrow. Everyone at
school talked about the war. Her
dad talked about it too, and he
talked about Cuba, thirty years
ago, when Kennedy ordered troops
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into that country to defend the
U.S. against Russian missiles.
She could hear the missiles.
They whistled across the sky, but
they didn't land. The U.S. patriot
missiles intercepted them and
fireworks exploded in the sky.
Patriots, fireworks and the fourth
of July. 3rd platoon was here.
Laurie crawled back into bed
and listened again as her dad
talked through the news. This is a
gulf war update. The military is
calling up 10,000 more reserves to
join the 500,000 already there.
Bush just has to look Saddam in
the eye and show him we won't
back down. Call up the reserves.
He'll back down. The U.S.
military reports 17 allied planes
shot down, while Saddam Hussein
claims 110 allied losses. Call up
the reserves. He'll back down.
The U.S. patriot missile system
again proved its effectiveness
against Iraq's Scud attacks. Ten
Scud missiles were launched
against Israel and the patriots
destroyed all but one. Send in the
3rd platoon. It just takes an effort
of will.
Laurie sat in her bed,
listening to sounds of movement
downstairs. It was morning and
her mother would be calling her to

wake up for school soon. The bed
felt warm again and she was so
tired. She thought about her dad
and how he had told them at the
dinner table last night what
happened after he got out of the
Marines and went home. The
U.S. was sending troops to
Vietnam. It was 1965 and there
was talk of calling up the reserves.
Her dad laughed. It was such a
joke. As soon as he heard about it
he gathered up all his gear,
including his Marine Corps dress
blues and set them on the curb for
the garbage truck.

Editor's Choice
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A creator needs only one enthusiast to justify him.
--Man Ray

